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Abstract—In the search and rescue situation at the disaster
area, the searching task should be conducted by robots in
order to avoid the second disaster. We study crawler robots
that can traverse rough terrains and are used in such search
operations. This paper describes the designing of an online
simulation environment using which we can develop control
algorithms for crawler robots, especially for the robot named
“Kenaf.” We use USARSim that can simulate three-dimensional
space. By employing realtime simulation, we connect a real
robot controller and the simulator directly and realize online
simulation using the real robot controller. The tests show that
the created simulation system can be used for the development
of control algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the search and rescue situation at the disaster area, the

searching task should be conducted by robots in order to
avoid the second disaster. Robots are expected to aid rescue
workers in dangerous rescue operations. However, the real-
ization of these robots requires significant scientific advances
to address some fundamental challenges. The RoboCupRes-
cue competition aims at evaluating the new rescue robot
technologies in order to speed up the development of rescue
and exploration systems. The competition has two leagues,
the Rescue Robot League and the Rescue Simulation League.
The Rescue Robot League fosters the development of high-
mobility platforms with adequate sensing capabilities, and
the Rescue Simulation League promotes research in plan-
ning, learning, and information exchange in an inherently
distributed rescue effort [4]. In the recent years, rescue robots
have increasingly attracted the attention of researchers.
We study crawler robots that can traverse rough terrains

and are used in search operations. Because these crawler
robots tend to have high degrees of freedom in order to
change its shape for traversing rough terrains, their control
is complex. Therefore, we are developing control algorithms
that are aimed at attaching the autonomy toward crawler
robots and making their control easier. These control algo-
rithms have to be validated on real robots. However, the
failure of the control during the validation may cause the
breakdown of the robot, and it is difficult carry out repetitive
validation.
Then, we create an online simulation environment that

can connect a simulator to a real robot controller and
simulate several types of movements, which are difficult to
realize using real robots. By employing the online simulation
environment system, we can validate the control algorithms
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when robots execute dangerous movements or repetitive
movements. Additionally, using this system we can develop
and evaluate the controller interface of robot, algorithms
of controlling many robots simultaneously, and conduct a
training of search and rescue operations using robot.
Various robot software development projects using sim-

ulators have been undertaken, for example, OROCOS/Orca
[1], Player/Stage [2], CARMEN, MOAST [3], etc. However,
in these researches, two-dimensional movements are con-
sidered. They don’t consider the two-and-half-dimensional
movements that crawler robots perform for traversing rough
terrains.
On the other hand, there exist some simulators that can

be used to simulate three-dimensional space. For example,
OpenHRP3, which has its own physics simulator, can carry
out distributed processing owing to RT-Middleware. This
simulation system provides a seamless development environ-
ment comprising robot controlling algorithms and connects
real robots and simulators. Using this system, we can run
the robot controlling programs on the simulator, and also on
real robots. Since many of the simulators are targetted to be
used in humanoid robots, so the physics simulation mainly
emphasize the kinematics of robot itself. Additionally the
simulators were on the limited distribution stage on February
22, 2008.
USARSim is a widely known and used simulator and is

used in the RoboCup Rescue Simulation League. Researches
have been carried out to connect the USARSim simulator and
some robot frameworks [1], [3], and some robot controlling
algorithms have been developed. However, in these re-
searches, two-dimensional movements are considered. They
don’t consider the two-and-half-dimensional movements that
crawler robots perform for traversing rough terrains. For the

Fig. 1. The real Kenaf and the simulated Kenaf
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crawler robots that travarse rough terrains at disaster sites,
the simulator have to calculate and validate two-and-half-
dimensional movements of the robots and interaction with
many unknown environment.
We focus mainly on the mobile robot named “Kenaf,”

which is being developed by our group, and construct an on-
line simulation environment for the development of control-
ling algorithms for the robot. We use USARSim as a three-
dimensional physics interaction simulator. By employing
realtime simulation, we connect the real robot controller and
the simulator and realize an online simulation environment.
Our goal is to improve the development environment of the
control algorithms of these mobile robots.

II. CREATION OF ONLINE SIMULATION ENVIROMNENT
Our aim is to create a seamless development environment

comprising robot controlling algorithms to connect real robot
controller and the simulator. We use the USARSim simula-
tor, which is widely used mainly in the RoboCup Rescue
Simulation League. Many researches have been carried out
using USARSim ([4], [5], [6]), and the simulator will be
updated for precise calculations.

A. USARSim
USARSim is a high-fidelity simulator for robots and en-

vironments and is based on the Unreal Engine. It is intended
to be used as a research tool and is the basis of the RoboCup
USAR simulation competition.
USARSim is incorporated with many robot models and

some types disaster sites in its simulation environment. Addi-
tionally, with many types of sensors and actuators available,
creating new robot models is not as difficult as scratch
building. We can test these robot models in many created
fields, such as NIST reference arenas and the fixed NIKE
Silo environment. Further, we can create a new environment
model by using Unreal Editor.
Because this simulator is primarily based on realtime sim-

ulation, kinematic simulations are not exactly precise. Hence,
control algorithms can be tested in these environments in
realtime with approximate precision. Further, the simulator
is based on the client-server model; the characteristics of the
simulator is well matched the control process on remote-
controled robots.
USARSim is still under development and is expected to

be a popular simulator for mobile robots.

B. Creation of model
USARSim has many sensors and actuators, which have

been created for wheel-type robots, and we can reuse these
modules in new robots. However, Kenaf has 4 flipper arms
on its side and 2 tracks below its body. The flippers have their
own tracks and can be moved like arms [7]. Kenaf has won
the RoboCup Rescue Mobility Challenge 2007, which shows
that the mobility of Kenaf is better than that of other robots.
Each track of the robot holds the ground firmly, which aids
the robot to stand firmly on the ground and traverse unknown
rough terrains.
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Fig. 2. Collision boxes of simulated Kenaf

The calculation cost for the simulation of movement of
crawler robots is expected to behigher than that of wheel-
type robots, which have only one contact point. For the
online realtime simulation, we adopt a wheel-type robot that
mimics a flipper-type crawler robot. This method is used
in the snake-type robot model, “Soryu,” which has 3 linked
track bases [8].
In USARSim, the “Track class” option considers many

wheels. This class realizes unified control and unified tan-
gential velocity of many wheels, each having a different
diameter. However, the use of this class increases the cal-
culation cost. In order to decrease the calculation cost as far
as possible, we use this class for the four flippers, which
have different lengths. The main tracks mounted as normal
wheels below the body of the robot.
In the robot model, the actuators are mounted in its 2 main

tracks and in its 4 flipper arms for flipping the arms up and
down. The Encoder sensors of the robot are placed along
the motor axis in order to determine each motor rotation.
By employing the “GroundTruth class,” another sensor is
attached to the body of the robot to measure the position,
(x, y, z), of the robot’s center of gravity, the robot’s posture,
(roll, pitch, yaw), and the precise time.
Kenaf has a pan-tilt-zoom camera fixed at the front of

its body and bird’s-eye view camera at the top of its body.
Our model also simulates these cameras. By adjusting the
position and angle of view of the cameras to be same as
those of the real camera, we can obtain the similar images
of the simulated environment.
In order to match the physical properties of the real robot,

we have to adjust many parameters. However, we introduce
only the main parameters that are important for traversing
two-and-half-dimensional rough terrains. The mass is set to
be equal to that of the real robot (20 kg, ChassisMass =
20.0). The position of the center of gravity is 50 mm below
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the center of the robot (KCOMOffset = (x = 0.0, z =
−0.05)). In the following experiments, since the batteries
are removed from the robot, we shift the center of gravity
15 mm behind the set position (KCOMOffset = (x =
−0.015, z = −0.05)). Then, we consider the coefficient of
friction. Since the real robot has some tracks, the physical
interaction with environment is complex. Additionally, the
tracks have some lugs. These features lead to a higher
tangential driving force in the tracks as compared to ordinary
wheels. In order to simulate the driving force using ordinary
wheels, we set the coefficient of friction to a large value in
the rolling direction (TireRollFriction = 1.3).

C. Simulator library
In order to create a seamless development environment

to connect the real robot and the simulator, we create a
simulator library that corresponds to the program library of
the real robot. The user program can drive the real robot and
the simulator by changing only the linking library without
changing any source code of the user program.
In the real robot, the output motor driving command from

the robot controller and the input information from the sen-
sors such as encoders are sent throuth a CAN communication
bus. The instructions for controlling of these devices are
provided as functions in the development robot library of
the user programs. On the other hand, in the simulator, the
motor driving command output and input information from
the sensors are all realized by TCP/IP. In order to connect
the two systems seamlessly, we create the simulator library,
which corresponds to the program library of the real robot.
The library for the robot controller is shown at the center

of figs. 3 and 4. By creating this simulator library, we connect
the real robot controller and the simulator by intercepting
the communication information between real robot controller
and the motors encoders in the real robot.
Using this library, we can share the header file of the

development library of the real robot. Further, the function
name and the parameters are same as these in the program
library of the real robot. Using these techniques, we can use
the real robot and the simulator effortlessly by changing only
the linking library without changing any source code of the
user program.

D. Intermediate process between simulator and real robot
controller
There are two I/O ports, one each in the real mo-

tors/sensors and the simulated motors/sensors in the simu-
lator system (fig. 4). The two ports are different from each
other in the following aspects:

• protocols
• send/receive timing
• command structure

Therefore, an intermediate process required to resolve the
difference between the simulator and the development library
of real robot.
In order to realize the connectivity by providing all the

information to the sensors/actuators/cameras and the robot
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Fig. 4. Connections in simulated Kenaf

controller on the Ethernet and intercepting these informa-
tion, we create the online simulation environment. Kenaf is
designed to be compatible with this connectivity. Therefore,
we can connect the real robot controller and the simulator
directly without changing any hardware configuration.
First, the simulator library intercepts and decomposes the

command from the robot controller and sends the recom-
posed command to the simulator, thus, it controls the robot
model in the simulator. Then, the library stores the robot
status and sensor data continuously and sends the feedback
information to the robot controller when a request command
is received.
This communication between the simulator and the robot

controller requires the following functions:
Packet intermediate function (TCP/UDP send/receive)
The communication between USARSim and the
intermediate process is based on TCP/IP, and the
communication between the intermediate process
and the real robot controller is based on UDP. This
function transforms these two protocols.

Coordinate transformation function
A coordinate transformation takes place between
the three-dimensional coordinate of USARSim
and the three-dimensional coordinate of the real
robot/sensors.

Reconstruction of commands functions
The difference between the commands of the sim-
ulator and the real robots are resolved.

To realize these functions, we create three threads. One re-
ceiving thread is created for analyzing the command streams
that are sent from the robot controller irregularly and for
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fast communication using UDP. Another receiving thread
is created for analyzing the sensing and robot status data
streams that are sent from the simulator by using TCP/IP.
The latter thread transforms the coordinate systems and
units between the real robot controller and the simulator by
using the received data. Simultaneously, required commands,
which are based on the command systems, are created. The
created commands are sent to each system by using UDP
and TCP/IP connections. Fig. 5 shows these structures.
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Fig. 5. Threads of intermediate process

III. EVALUATION OF SIMULATION SYSTEM
We evaluate the constructed simulation system by compar-

ing the movements of the simulated robot and the movements
of the real robot. Afterwards we introduce programming
examples to confirm the online simulation environment con-
necting the simulator model and the real robot controller.

A. Evaluation of simulator and the robot model
First, we evaluate the simulator by comparing the move-

ments of the simulated robot and the real robot. Following
experiments are carried out:

• climbing a step (50, 100, and 150 mm in height) without
using flippers

• climbing a step (100, 200, 300, and 350 mm in height)
using flippers

• crossing a trench (100, 200, 300, 350, and 400 mm in
width)

The step and trench are shown in figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 8 shows
an example of a mobility experiment carried out using the
simulator and the real robot (climbing a step (200 mm in
height) using flippers).
Three tests were conducted to confirm that the simulated

robot had similar traversing ability as that of the real robot.
In the present study, step climbing and trench crossing were
conducted to evaluate the basic performance of the robots.
The result (successful (

√
) or failed (×)) of the tests are

shown in Table I. As shown in the table, both the simulated
and real robots can climb a step up to 100 mm in height
without using flippers. Both the simulated and the real robots
can climb a step up to 300 mm in height using flippers. The
real and simulated robots can cross a trench of width up to
300 mm and 350 mm,respectively.

Step height

x

z
pitch

Fig. 6. Climbing step

Trench width

x

z
pitch

Fig. 7. Crossing trench

Fig. 8. Simulator evaluation. Top: simulated robot and bottom: real robot.

Thus, except for one test, all tests show consistent result
for the simulated and real robots. Next, we discuss the
inconsistency observed in one test. In this trench (350-mm
width) test, the real robot loses its balance for a moment,
and its body tilts and the back flippers of the robot touch
the ground. Thus the real robot fails this test. On the other
hand, the simulated robot also loses its balance for a moment;
however, it regains its balance by go forward before the
back flippers touch the ground. This result shows that the
simulated inertia of pitch rotation of the simulated robot is
lower than that of the real robot. There exist limitations on
the adjustment of inertia tensor parameters, though. Further
improvement is difficult at this stage.

TABLE I
(SUCCESSFUL (

√
) / FAILED (×)) CLIMBING STEPS AND CROSSING

TRENCHES TESTS

Step height [mm]
Without flippers With flippers
50 100 150 100 200 300 350

Real
√ √ × √ √ √ ×

Sim.
√ √ × √ √ √ ×

Trench width [mm]
100 200 300 350 400

Real
√ √ √ × ×

Sim.
√ √ √ √ ×

In order to analyze the test results, we compare the trajec-
tories of position and posture as a excluding dynamic effect
of pitch rotation inertia. We apply DP matching by using the
norm (norm =

√
x2 + z2) of the position as an index and

compare the trajectories of the simulated and real robots. The
following figure shows some examples of trajectories before
and after the DP matching. Each component of position is
shown in figs. 9-12. The pitch component of posture is shown
in figs. 13 and 14. These are examples of climbing a step
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of height 200 mm using flippers. These figures show the DP
matching using the norm index minimizes the elements of
position, (x, z), and pitch component of posture. From fig.
15, the maximum errors in x, zandpitch per frame are 83.8
mm, 38.4 mm and 11◦, respectively. Thus, the movements
of the simulated and real robots are more or less similar.
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Fig. 16 shows all the results of the conducted tests. The
norm error indicates the position error after the DP matching,
and the pitch error indicates the posture error after the DP
matching. In tests in which the robots successfully traversed
750 mm, the maximum mean errors are 132.2 mm (norm)
and 11.4◦ (pitch). In the failed tests (150-mm-high step,
350-mm-high step using flippers, 400-mm-width trench), the
maximum mean errors are 88.1 mm (norm) and 18.2◦ (pitch).
In the successful tests, the pitch errors are limited to small
values. On the other hand, the variances in the failed tests
are larger than those in the successful tests.
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Fig. 15. Change in error while climbing 20-cm-high step

This result shows that the error was produced because the
simulated inertia of the pitch rotation of the simulated robot
was lower than that of the real robot.
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Fig. 16. Mean error per frame for real and simulated robots

B. Programming sample
To evaluate the performance of the created library and

the intermediate process, we make the robots execute simple
movements.
1) Autonomous square-shaped movement validation: In

this test, we program the robots to execute the simple
movement shown in fig. 17, “autonomous square-shaped
movement.” Fig. 18 shows similar results for the simulated
and real robots.
The difference of initial value of each robot, fig. 18

shows the difference in movement distance. However, we
can realize similar movement in both the robots by using
the same source code.
2) Operational control program validation: In the real

robot, there already exists a basic user program for the
control PC that sends the operation command from the
operator directly to the robot. We evaluate the performance
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int main(int argc, char *argv[]){
int i;
hrt_kenaf_init();
for(i=0;i<4;i++) {

hrt_show_status();
hrt_go_forward(100.0); // move 100.0 mm
hrt_turning(90.0); // turn 90.0 deg.

}
hrt_stop();
return (0);

}
Fig. 17. Source code for square movement

Fig. 18. Real and simulated square movements

of the simulator library and the movement of the simulated
robot without changing the simple operation program.
We simultaneously run the existing operation program on

the control PC and the control process constructed using the
simulator library on the robot PC. Thus, without changing the
existing operation program, we confirm that the movement
of the simulated robot is similar to that of the real robot.
Simultaneously, by installing a camera module on the

simulated robot at the same position as that in the real robot,
we can acquire the images of the simulated environment (fig.
19). This method realizes a training system without using
the real robot. The real robots are primarily manipulated
by an operator via a video stream from a camera fixed on
the robot. In USARSim, it is possible to capture the scenes
during the simulation and use them as video feedback. This
tequnique is very close to the working of a real camera.
Hence, this tequnique can be used to simulate a teleoperation
environment.

Front View Bird s View' -Eye

Fig. 19. Simulated camera views

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the designing of an online simulation

environment using which we can develop control algorithms
for crawler robots, especially for the robot named “Kenaf.”
First, we simulate a robot model on the USARSim envi-

ronment and compare its movements with that of the real

robot. The results show that the dynamics of pitch rotation
have to be considered. The comparison of the trajectories
shows that the pitch component of the maximum mean errors
is 11.4◦ in successful traversing a distance of 750 mm. In
failed tests, the pitch component of the maximum mean
errors is 18.2◦. Thus, we confirm that the movements of
the simulated robot model are similar to those of the real
robot.
Next, we design an intermediate process that translates

and relays the data using the real robot controller and the
simulator system and the simulation library that realizes a
seamless development environment connecting the real robot
and the simulator. Then, in order to evaluate the performance
of the intermediate process and simulator library, we test a
simple user program for performing square movement and
an operational control program.
Finally, we create online simulation development environ-

ment comprising control algorithms for crawler robots. The
characteristic of the system is that it can connect a real robot
controller and a simulated robot.
In the future, by using the developed online simulation

environment, we will develop new control algorithms for
crawler robots and validate the algorithms for repetitive or
dangerous movements. Further, we plan to use this system as
a simulation environment for the development of operation
interfaces.
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